Dakota Zoo Crossword Puzzle

Across
[3] The Mountain Lion is also known as a ________
[4] An Australian animal that carries its young in a pouch
[9] The ________ originates from Madagascar and loves to “sing”
[10] The founders of the Dakota Zoo are Marc and Betty
[12] The ________ cannot throw its quills
[13] A relative of the Black-footed Ferret that loves to dig
[14] The ________ mates for life and the dominant pair leads the pack
[16] The country that Highland Cattle call home
[17] They used to roam the North Dakota prairie in herds numbering in the millions
[19] The largest carnivore at Dakota Zoo

Down
[1] This smaller cat can be found in the North Dakota badlands
[2] The colorful bird imported from China
[5] The Black-footed Ferret can be found in ________ towns because they are its favorite food
[6] The only member of the deer family with antlered females
[7] An animal found in the far north is the ________ Fox
[8] The adults are black and white and the young are called __________
[11] A prairie animal that is the second fastest land animal in the world
[15] Emus must walk everywhere they go because they cannot ________
[18] The champion swimmer and diver at Dakota Zoo